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Abstract: Large liquid argon time projection chambers (LArTPCs), especially those operating
near the surface, are susceptible to space charge effects. In the context of LArTPCs, the space
charge effect is the build-up of slow-moving positive ions in the detector primarily due to ionization
from cosmic rays, leading to a distortion of the electric field within the detector. This effect
leads to a displacement in the reconstructed position of signal ionization electrons in LArTPC
detectors (“spatial distortions”), as well as to variations in the amount of electron-ion recombination
experienced by ionization throughout the volume of the TPC. We present techniques that can be
used to measure and correct for space charge effects in large LArTPCs by making use of cosmic
muons, including the use of track pairs to unambiguously pin down spatial distortions in three
dimensions. The performance of these calibration techniques are studied using both Monte Carlo
simulation andMicroBooNE data, utilizing a UV laser system as a means to estimate the systematic
bias associated with the calibration methodology.
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1 Introduction
To accurately reconstruct the trajectories of charged particles that travel through a liquid argon
time projection chamber (LArTPC), it is essential to precisely know the magnitude and direction
of the electric field throughout the active volume of the TPC. The electric field is designed to be
uniform throughout the TPC, established by the cathode, anode planewires, and field cage geometry.
However, electric field non-uniformities, such as those due to space charge effects (SCE), result
in “spatial distortions” or modifications to the trajectories of charged-particle-induced ionization
electron clusters as they drift to the TPC sense wire planes [1].
A study of such effects at MicroBooNE [2], a LArTPC neutrino detector at Fermilab that is 85
tons in active mass, was previously performed using muon tracks reconstructed in the TPC. These
tracks were required to pass through a small cosmic muon tagger [3] on top of the cryostat in order to
reconstruct their position in the drift direction. Figure 1 shows the entry/exit points of reconstructed
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Figure 1: Entry/exit points of reconstructed cosmic muon tracks coincident with a signal from a
muon counter located outside of the cryostat. The points are shown in the x− y plane. In the absence
of SCE and the associated non-uniform electric field in the detector volume, the points should be
located strictly along the TPC boundaries (dashed lines). The anode is located at x = 0 cm while
the cathode is at x = 256 cm.
tracks associated with muons from data in the rectangular MicroBooNE TPC projected onto the
x − y plane, where x is aligned opposite to the ionization drift direction (x ∈ [0, 256] cm), y is
the vertical direction (y ∈ [−116, 116] cm), along the zenith axis, and z is the beam direction
(z ∈ [0, 1037] cm). This simple map of the TPC volume, with the track points reconstructed under
the assumption of uniform electric field, is indicative of a distorted electric field within the detector.
Instead of being located strictly along the TPC boundaries, the entry/exit points exhibit an offset
from the edges of the TPC that increases in magnitude as the track origination point is further from
the anode in x. Trajectories of ionization electrons originating from the cathode, which undergo the
longest possible drift before being detected by the sense wire planes, tend to be distorted more than
those originating closer to the anode. This significantly complicates the reconstruction of charged
particle tracks, both in terms of spatial and calorimetric information.
The effect on the operation of a vacuum diode of a spatially varying distribution of free
electrons, referred to as space charge, was first considered by Child [4] and Langmuir [5]. In
that example, electrons are released from a hot cathode at low velocity and drift freely under the
influence of the local electric field as modified by the other drifting electrons. The SCE in LArTPC
detectors is a result of the build-up of slow-moving positive ions in a detector due to electron-ion
pair creation from ionization activity in the detector. As MicroBooNE is a surface detector with
negligible overburden, the cosmic muon flux (20–30 muons in the active volume per 4.8ms readout
window at the nominal drift electric field of 273.9V/cm) creates a significant amount of charge
build-up from slow-moving positive argon ions. This charge build-up substantially impacts the drift
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electric field within the TPC volume, as the argon ion drift velocity (approximately 4mm/s [6]) is
roughly five orders of magnitude smaller than the ionization electron drift velocity (approximately
1.1mm/µs; see section 4.1) in the MicroBooNE TPC. The resulting distortions in the drift electric
field lead to modifications to the paths and total drift time of ionization electrons, as well as
a varying amount of electron-ion recombination [7], which is sensitive to the magnitude of the
electric field, in different parts of the TPC [8]. These effects, if not taken into account, would result
in incorrect reconstruction of particle position and deposited energy. The observation of distorted
tracks illustrated in figure 1 is indicative of the presence of SCE in the MicroBooNE TPC active
volume. Because the positive ions tend to draw drifting ionization electrons closer to the center of
the TPC, with the effect more pronounced when the drift time is longer, tracks originating closer
to the cathode have reconstructed entry/exit points that are more offset from the edges of the TPC
active volume.
We present a study comparing spatial distortions from the SCE predicted in simulation with
those observed in MicroBooNE data. This work focuses on estimating SCE in the detector using
cosmic muons, and is complementary to efforts aimed at extracting the electric field throughout
the detector using a UV laser system at MicroBooNE [9, 10]. Spatial distortions near the faces of
the TPC are probed using single cosmic muon tracks and those throughout the bulk of the TPC
are estimated using nearly intersecting pairs of cosmic muon tracks; pairs of tracks allow for the
spatial distortions in the middle of the TPC to be unambiguously determined in three dimensions.
The spatial distortions estimated with this method are shown to be consistent with the presence
of SCE in the MicroBooNE LArTPC. Application of SCE corrections derived from this method
on three-dimensional points along the trajectories of reconstructed laser tracks, produced using the
aforementioned UV laser system, are shown to straighten the tracks. Furthermore, the estimated
spatial distortions can be used to determine the underlying electric field distortions, allowing us
to account for the varying amount of electron-ion recombination throughout the detector, which is
relevant for both particle identification and particle energy measurements.
2 Simulation of Space Charge Effects
We have simulated the impact of space charge on the electric field within the TPC, along with the
distortions in reconstructed ionization electron position at different points within the TPC volume.
This simulation uses a Fourier series solution to the boundary value problem to solve for the electric
field on a three-dimensional grid within the TPC volume, an interpolation between the grid points
using radial basis functions to find the electric field everywhere in the TPC, and ray tracing using the
RKF45 (“Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg”) method [11] to simulate the expected distortions in reconstructed
position of ionization electron clusters. This last step requires knowing the dependence of the drift
velocity on the electric field, v(E). The SCE simulation makes use of a drift velocity model that
is established using a fifth-order polynomial fit to ICARUS T600 drift velocity measurements [12]
performed at a variety of electric fields and at the same cryogenic temperature as at MicroBooNE
(89K). The data-driven calibration results shown later use an improved drift velocity model that
includes a drift velocity measurement made at MicroBooNE, which is discussed in section 4.1.
For the SCE simulation, we assume that the charge deposition rate from cosmic muons is
uniform across the TPC volume. Based on the known angular spectrum of cosmic rays [13], which
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Figure 2: Space charge density ρ as a function of the x position assumed in the simulation. The
space charge density at the cathode, 90 nC/m3, reflects both the expected rate of cosmic ray charge
deposition and effects of recombination. The distribution is independent of y and z in the simulation
(an approximation).
initially produce roughly 50,000 electron-ion pairs per centimeter, we arrive at an ion generation rate
of 1.6×10−10 C/m3/s at a drift electric field of 273.9V/cm, including the impact from electron-ion
recombination. Ignoring higher-order effects of the electric field distortions on the space charge
configuration itself, we approximate the space charge density as linear with respect to the distance
from the anode plane and independent of y and z. The linear space charge density profile used in
the simulation is shown in figure 2 for a drift electric field of 273.9V/cm.
Representative samples of simulation results are shown in figure 3 and figure 4, which illustrate
the impact of space charge on both the drift electric field (figure 3) as well as the distortions in
reconstructed ionization electron cluster position (figure 4). At MicroBooNE’s drift electric field
of 273.9V/cm, the expected maximal impact on the electric field according to the simulation is
10–15% in both the drift and transverse directions.
The simulation provides a useful estimation of the distortions in reconstructed ionization
electron cluster position within the MicroBooNE TPC and elucidates basic features that we might
expect in the data. However, there are several limitations of the simulation that motivate the need
for a data-driven technique for fully characterizing the effect. The flow of liquid argon, which
moves positive argon ions into or out of the active TPC volume, is not simulated. Also, the charge
deposition from cosmic rays throughout the TPC may not be uniform as a result of enhanced
cosmogenic activity near the top of the detector due to interactions in the detector overburden,
which would lead to greater ion production rates closer to the top of the TPC active volume. Finally,
the linear space charge density assumed in the simulation (see figure 2) approximates the ion drift
speed, roughly 4mm/s [6] at a drift electric field of 273.9V/cm, as constant throughout the TPC,
while the electric field distortions arising from the SCE itself break this assumption.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the simulated effects of space charge on the drift electric field in the
MicroBooNE TPC. Results are shown for the effect on the (a, b) x-component, (c, d) y-component,
and (e, f) z-component of the electric field. The electric field distortions are normalized to the
nominal drift electric field magnitude (E0) of 273.9V/cm and are plotted as a function of the true
position in the TPC. Simulation results are shown both for (a, c, e) a central slice in z and (b, d, f)
a slice in z close to the downstream end of the TPC.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the simulated effects of space charge on the distortions in reconstructed
ionization electron cluster position in the MicroBooNE TPC. Results are shown for the spatial
distortions in (a, b) x, (c, d) y, and (e, f) z. The distortions in reconstructed ionization electron
cluster position are shown in units of cm and are plotted as a function of the true position in the
TPC. Simulation results are shown both for (a, c, e) a central slice in z and (b, d, f) a slice in z close
to the downstream end of the TPC.
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3 Track Samples and Datasets
Since the SCE impacts the electric field in the TPC and track reconstruction in three dimensions,
knowledge of the three-dimensional information associated with tracks is necessary to constrain
the effect. When cosmic ray muons are reconstructed in MicroBooNE, their positions along the
drift direction are reconstructed with an offset proportional to the difference between the time when
the track passes through the TPC and the TPC readout trigger time, as the charge takes a finite
time to drift to the anode before any signals are observed. This quantity, referred to as t0, enables
determination of the true position of the track in the drift direction. While a variety of methods
exist to determine t0 for a given cosmic muon track, the t0-tagging method used in the present work
is briefly summarized below.
The t0-tagging method is visualized in figure 5. The track associated with each cosmic
ray is reconstructed in three dimensions using the Pandora multi-algorithm pattern recognition
software [14] employed on TPC signals, either simulated or collected with the MicroBooNE
detector. Pandora builds tracks by constructing two-dimensional clusters from proximate “hits,"
which are distinct depositions of charge on wires. These two-dimensional clusters are combined
across the three wire planes to form three-dimensional clusters of deposited charge, which are
reconstructed into particle tracks if they are linelike in nature. Cosmic rays are assumed to be
through-going (passing through two faces of the TPC). This is a good assumption as the vast
majority of cosmic rays have high enough momentum to pass through the TPC completely without
stopping. Next, the track is required to either enter or exit through exactly one of four faces of the
TPC: top (high y), bottom (low y), upstream (low z), or downstream (high z). If this condition
is met, and the cosmic ray is through-going, the cosmic ray must either enter or exit through the
anode or cathode. Depending on the angle that the reconstructed track makes in the y − x plane
(or z − x plane), the cosmic ray is determined to be either “anode piercing” or “cathode piercing”
(see figure 5), and the value of t0 is assigned based upon the time associated with the signal on
the waveform at the part of the track closest to either the anode or cathode, respectively. A “flash”
of light seen in one or more of MicroBooNE’s 32 eight-inch photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) [15] is
required to be found at the same time as the determined t0 value (within 1 µs) in order to increase
the purity of the t0-tagging technique. Finally, the drift coordinate of the reconstructed track is
adjusted accordingly using the known drift velocity (vdrift) of ionization electrons in liquid argon
at an electric field of 273.9V/cm, 1.098mm/µs (see section 4.1). Validations using Monte Carlo
simulation and data-driven methods utilizing an external cosmic ray tagger [3] have shown this
t0-tagging method reconstructs the track t0 correctly >98% of the time for anode-piercing tracks
and >97% of the time for cathode-piercing tracks.
For the study of MicroBooNE data, multiple datasets are used. The study uses TPC readout
windows where the incoming neutrino beam is off, giving an event which only includes cosmic
ray activity. Approximately 5M events of this type were collected; however, to achieve sufficient
statistics for the calibration, only 200k events are needed. For SCE time dependence studies,
which require greater statistics, all 5M events are used (see section 7). For Monte Carlo (MC)
simulation studies of cosmic muons, approximately 1M events are generated using the CORSIKA
generator [16]. This uses the nominal MicroBooNE detector simulation [14, 17–19] as well as
the simulation of SCE described in section 2. Both data and simulation use the same event
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Figure 5: Illustration of the t0-tagging method used in these studies. The drift coordinates of
cosmic ray tracks are corrected using the assumption that the cosmic ray is through-going, requiring
the track to pass through only one TPC face in y or z, and using the angle of the track in the y − x
plane (or z − x plane) to determine if the track is (a) anode piercing or (b) cathode piercing. The
known ionization electron drift velocity, vdrift, is then used to correct the drift coordinate of the
cosmic ray track. The track before and after correction is shown by the solid and dashed lines,
respectively. Before the correction (when the t0 of the track is assumed to be the trigger time), the
track incorrectly appears to stop in the middle of the TPC.
reconstruction chain [14, 18, 19]. Each event in data contains 1.5 t0-tagged tracks on average, while
each CORSIKA MC event contains 3.0 t0-tagged tracks on average. The difference between these
two t0-tagging rates is largely due to CORSIKA overestimating the overall cosmic ray rate, though
the difference in SCE in data and MC contributes to this rate difference as well.
4 Calibration Methodology
To estimate SCE throughout the detector, we first determine the offsets in reconstructed charge po-
sition (“spatial distortions”) that arise due to the underlying electric field variations. The underlying
electric field distortions can be extracted from the spatial distortion map with the application of
Maxwell’s equations and knowledge of the nonlinear relationship of drift velocity to electric field
(see section 4.1). Furthermore, it is advantageous to use reconstructed charge position as opposed to
the amount of reconstructed charge to isolate the impact of SCEwithin the TPC, as a variety of other
detector effects, such as attachment of ionization to electronegative impurities in the liquid argon,
can impact the amount of charge collected at the TPC wires. Finally, the position of reconstructed
charge deposits in the detector must be corrected using the spatial offsets derived from a data-driven
calibration. In addition to spatial distortions compromising particle reconstruction, the failure to
correct for SCE may result in unwanted variations in measured ionization charge per unit length
throughout the detector due to localized “squeezing” or “stretching” of charge.
To determine the spatial distortions from SCE throughout the MicroBooNE detector, there are
two options: make use of the UV laser system installed at either end of the TPC [9], or utilize
– 8 –
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Figure 6: Illustration of the three steps of the calibration method employed in order to estimate
spatial offsets associated with SCE at MicroBooNE. Included is the anode-piercing face calibration
(left), cathode calibration (center), and bulk calibration (right). The first two steps (orange and red
arrows) correct the end points of the “true” track trajectories, while the third step (green arrow)
yields a spatial offset map throughout the majority of the TPC volume to be used for correcting the
reconstructed position of ionization charge.
through-going cosmic muons. While the UV laser system has the advantage of knowledge of the
track’s true position, it illuminates a restricted region of the detector volume due to the limited
motion of the reflecting mirrors. The set of locations in the detector where two laser beams
can nearly cross, allowing for an umabiguous three-dimensional spatial correction, is limited. In
contrast, the cosmic muon calibration is able to measure SCE distortions in nearly all regions of the
TPC. The study presented in this work explores the second option to constrain the spatial distortions
associated with SCE. A separate effort explores the extraction of the spatial distortion map using
the UV laser system [10]; these two maps can be merged to obtain greater precision and coverage,
and the underlying electric field distortions can be extracted from the combined spatial distortion
map. The electric field distortion map can then be used to correct for variations in the amount of
electron-ion recombination experienced by deposited charge throughout the TPC volume.
One method for obtaining the spatial distortion map using through-going cosmic muons is
presented in figure 6. The main principle of this technique is to find the “true” end points of
t0-tagged cosmic muon tracks that pierce the TPC faces to estimate the actual trajectory of the
particles through the TPC, ignoring effects of multiple Coulomb scattering (which are averaged out
when using a large sample of tracks); the “true” trajectory of the muon through the TPC can then
be compared to the reconstructed track to estimate the impact of SCE. The individual steps of this
calibration technique are discussed in detail below.
4.1 Measurement of Nominal Drift Velocity
Before carrying out the SCE calibration procedure, it is necessary to determine the nominal drift ve-
locity of ionization electrons in the TPCatMicroBooNE’s nominal drift electric field of 273.9V/cm.
The nominal drift velocity is used in the first pass of particle reconstruction, which assumes a uni-
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form electric field and a constant drift velocity, to convert times associated with ionization charge
arriving at the TPC wire planes into physical distance in the drift direction.
A set of tracks crossing both the anode and cathode that is a subset of the sample of 5M events
described in section 3 is used for this measurement and amounts to 27k tracks in total. The drift
times associated with ionization from the cathode side of the tracks forms a distribution that peaks at
2.321ms, corresponding to the maximum possible drift time associated with ionization in the TPC.
The measured cathode-anode drift distance is 254.8 cm at room temperature, which is calculated
to shrink to 254.4 cm at 89K, the operating temperature. An additional 0.5 cm is added to account
for cumulative space charge effects in the drift direction for charge originating near the cathode,
as predicted by the SCE simulation discussed in section 2. This leads to a calculated nominal
drift velocity of 1.098 ± 0.004mm/µs. The uncertainty is dominated by a 0.3% uncertainty that is
associated with variations in the cathode-anode drift distance across the detector, estimated using
TPC survey data taken prior to installation of the MicroBooNE TPC into the cryostat. Another
contribution is a 0.2% uncertainty associated with the SCE correction, which may be different
in data; a relative uncertainty of 100% is associated with this a priori correction, from which the
contribution of 0.2% to the uncertainty on the drift velocity is derived. Additional 0.1%uncertainties
on this measurement arise from the statistical uncertainty on the timing measurement as well as
potential bias associated with reconstructing the length of the muon tracks. These four sources of
uncertainty added in quadrature yield a 0.4% uncertainty on the drift velocity measurement.
The result of the nominal drift velocity measurement is shown in figure 7, along with previous
measurements made in the ICARUST600 detector at a variety of different electric fields [12]. These
measurements are directly comparable as the operating temperature was 89K for both detectors.
Very good agreement is observed between the MicroBooNE measurement and the ICARUS T600
measurements, the latter minimally impacted by space charge effects due to the detector being
underground. For this reason, the results shown in this paper make use of a drift velocity model
that is formed by fitting a fifth-order polynomial to the ICARUS T600 data combined with the
MicroBooNE nominal drift velocity measurement. The fit parameters associated with this model
are given in table 1.
Table 1: Fit parameters associated with the drift velocity model used in the SCE calibration
procedure; the fit function is a fifth-order polynomial, v(E) = p0+p1E+p2E2+p3E3+p4E4+p5E5.
In this parametrization, E is in units of kV/cm and v is in units of mm/µs. p0 is forced to zero in
the fit.
Fit Parameter Value
p0 0.0
p1 5.534
p2 -6.531
p3 3.208
p4 0.3897
p5 -0.5562
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Figure 7: MicroBooNE drift velocity measurement (v0 = 1.098 ± 0.004mm/µs measured at
|E0 | = 0.2739 kV/cm) compared to drift velocity measurements made at various electric field
values at the ICARUS T600 experiment [12]; shown are both (a) the full electric field range and
(b) the region of parameter space near the MicroBooNE electric field and closest ICARUS T600
measurement. The combined dataset is fitted to a fifth-order polynomial function (solid curve),
resulting in an excellent fit (χ2ν = 0.56, where χ2ν is the reduced chi-square statistic associated with
the fit). All measurements shown were made at an operating temperature of 89K.
4.2 Anode-Piercing Face Calibration
The set of anode-piercing tracks from the sample described in section 3 is used in the first step of
the calibration, which is illustrated in figure 6. Tracks that pierce (enter or exit) through the anode
plane experience no spatial distortions from SCE at the anode due to the negligible distance the
ionization electrons drift before reaching the collection wires. As a result, no calibration is needed
for the face of the TPC coinciding with the anode plane. However, the other five TPC faces require
a calibration to constrain the true point of entry or exit of the cosmic muon.
A 5 cm gap between the field cage and instrumented TPC volume impacts the assumed “true”
position of ionization charge deposition prior to drift. This gap is illustrated in figure 8. The
radius of the field cage tubes is 1 cm, leading to an average offset of 4.5 cm in the true location of
charge deposition for ionization near the edges of the TPC in the y and z directions. This additional
offset impacts the first step of the calibration methodology presented below and must be accounted
for in order to obtain a more accurate calibration in data events. This offset is not necessary to
apply to simulated events, as the instrumented TPC volume is assumed to end at the field cage in
MicroBooNE simulation.
The first step of the track-based calibration procedure uses the end point of the anode-piercing
track that does not intersect the anode plane to determine this correction in three dimensions,
calibrating every other TPC face aside from the anode and the cathode. The component of the
correction vector orthogonal to the TPC face is found from the projected distance of the track end to
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Figure 8: Illustration highlighting the 5 cm gap between the field cage and instrumented TPC
volume in the MicroBooNE TPC, located at the edges of the TPC in y and z. Given the 1 cm radius
of the field cage tubes, this leads to a 4.5 cm offset on average in the assumed true charge deposition
location for ionization deposited near the edges of the TPC in the y and z directions. The overall
detector dimensions are not drawn to scale in this illustration.
the TPC face, adding an additional 4.5 cm to account for the average gap between the field cage and
instrumented TPC volume that is discussed above (data events only). The other two components
are identified using predictions from the simulation described in section 2. For instance, at the top
of the TPC, the projected distance of the track end to the top of the TPC yields ∆yreco, and the other
two components are determined by
∆xreco = ∆yreco × ∆xsim(x, z)/∆ysim(x, z) (4.1)
and
∆zreco = ∆yreco × ∆zsim(x, z)/∆ysim(x, z), (4.2)
where ∆xreco, ∆yreco, and ∆zreco are the reconstructed spatial offsets in the x, y, and z dimensions,
respectively, and e.g. ∆xsim(x, z)/∆ysim(x, z) is the ratio of spatial offsets in the x and y dimensions
as predicted by the SCE simulation. This calibration step uses two-dimensional voxels with a size
that is approximately 10 cm in both dimensions for each TPC face. While this step of the calibration
relies on the predictions of the simulation, the dependence is minimal because the offset in the
direction orthogonal to the TPC face (by far the largest component of the correction vector) is
derived in a data-driven fashion.
This measurement is only made for regions far enough away from the anode such that the
transverse spatial distortions associated with space charge can be measured. Due to the average gap
between the field cage and instrumented TPC volume of 4.5 cm, the inward spatial migration of
track end points can not be detected until the magnitude of the spatial distortion is at least 4.5 cm.
This leads to a lack of data-driven measurements in the regions closest to the anode wire planes
(x < 100 cm) at each TPC face. In order to fill in the transverse spatial distortion map (e.g. ∆y
at the top face of the TPC) in the regions defined by x < 100 cm, the simulated transverse spatial
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distortion map is used instead in these regions, scaled according to the measurements in data made
at larger x values where data-driven measurements are possible. The other components of the
distortion map at the TPC face in question are computed as described above, in a similar fashion to
parts of the map at larger x values.
4.3 Cathode Calibration
While the first part of the calibration described above targets the upstream, downstream, top, and
bottom faces of the detector, the cathode remains uncalibrated. The second step of the calibration
procedure, illustrated in the middle part of figure 6, aims to specifically calibrate the “true” entry or
exit point of the cosmic muon at the cathode plane. The dedicated SCE simulation is leveraged to
perform this part of the calibration. The results of the first step of the calibration are used to weight
the SCE simulation such that the spatial offsets at the cathode match the data-driven calibration at
the top and bottom of the TPC (i.e. ∆yreco(ytop, z) and ∆yreco(ybot, z), defined below, are derived
from the first step of the calibration procedure). A linear interpolation between the top and bottom
of the TPC is used to obtain the offsets at the cathode as a function of y. The cathode offsets are
obtained from
F(y) = (y − ybot)/(ytop − ybot), (4.3)
S(y, z) = F(y)∆yreco(ytop, z)/∆ysim(ytop, z)
+ (1 − F(y))∆yreco(ybot, z)/∆ysim(ybot, z),
(4.4)
∆xreco(y, z) = S(y, z) × ∆xsim(y, z), (4.5)
∆yreco(y, z) = S(y, z) × ∆ysim(y, z), (4.6)
and
∆zreco(y, z) = S(y, z) × ∆zsim(y, z), (4.7)
where ytop (ybot) is the vertical position of the top (bottom) of the TPC, ∆xreco, ∆yreco, and ∆zreco
are the reconstructed spatial offsets at the cathode plane in the x, y, and z dimensions, respectively,
∆xsim, ∆ysim, and ∆zsim are the simulated spatial offsets at the cathode plane in the x, y, and z
dimensions, respectively, F(y) is the linear interpolation factor described above, and S(y, z) is the
data-driven scale factor used to adjust the simulated spatial offsets at the cathode for use in the
calibration. As with the previous step of the calibration, this calibration step uses two-dimensional
voxels with a size that is approximately 10 cm in both dimensions.
4.4 TPC Bulk Calibration
The final step of the calibration procedure, visualized on the right in figure 6, seeks to find the
spatial distortions in the bulk of the TPC volume. After the first two steps of the data-driven
calibration, described above, the “true” end points of the through-going cosmic muon tracks are
known at all six faces of the TPC. By drawing a straight line between these two points, the true
trajectory of the cosmic muon can be approximated. By comparing to the track reconstructed using
the TPC readout, the spatial distortions associated with SCE in the middle of the TPC can be
inferred. However, to obtain point-to-point corrections in three dimensions, single tracks are not
sufficient as there are ambiguities in associating points on the reconstructed track with points on
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the true trajectory. Instead, pairs of cosmic muon tracks are utilized, comparing the near-crossing
point of the “truth tracks” (estimated true trajectories of the cosmic muons) to the near-crossing
point of the reconstructed tracks: a vector starting at the latter point and ending at the former is
the three-dimensional correction vector at the latter point in reconstructed coordinate space. A
requirement that both truth tracks and both reconstructed tracks come within 1 cm of each other
at the near-crossing point is enforced to improve the precision of the calibration. It is not required
for the tracks to come from the same TPC readout event, given that the time-evolution of SCE at
MicroBooNE is small (see section 7). Using voxels with a size that is approximately 10 cm in all
dimensions, on a voxel-by-voxel basis the spatial offsets are determined (independently for ∆x, ∆y,
and ∆z) by taking the median offset associated with the distribution of offsets obtained from all
reconstructed track pairs that have a near-crossing point within the voxel in question.
Sufficient statistics for the bulk calibration can be reached with 200k t0-tagged cosmic muon
tracks. Additionally, multiple Coulomb scattering leads to deviations between the estimated straight-
line trajectory of each cosmic muon and its true trajectory through the TPC. This effect is minimized
by taking the median spatial offset in each voxel.
Gaps in the spatial offset map are expected after the full calibration chain is carried out, as there
are some parts of the TPC that lack significant coverage by the set of t0-tagged tracks used in the
calibration; this is especially true in the middle of the TPC. By combining the results of the cosmic
muon calibration with that of the MicroBooNE UV laser system, complete coverage throughout
the TPC is attainable. Also, given that the spatial offsets are continuous and gradually vary as a
function of position within the TPC, it is possible to interpolate across the gaps in the map: in the
results shown in this work, a cubic spline followed by a median filter is applied (using a sliding
3 × 3 × 3 voxel window for the latter) to fill in these gaps.
4.5 Calculation of Electric Field Distortions
Once the spatial distortion map is determined throughout the TPC volume, the electric field distor-
tions associated with space charge effects can be computed. This is done by using the drift velocity
model, v(E), discussed in section 4.1. First, the local drift velocity must be calculated from the
spatial distortion map [10]. Once the local drift velocity v(x, y, z) is determined throughout the
TPC volume, the drift velocity model is used to find the corresponding electric field magnitude
throughout the TPC by solving v(E) = v(x, y, z) numerically for each voxel in the TPC. Results
shown later are presented as percentage change from the nominal electric field magnitude.
5 Results of Calibration
In this section, we present the results of the SCE calibration discussed in section 4. The results
presented in section 5.1 can be considered intermediate results that primarily serve to demonstrate
different features of the SCE in data in comparison with predictions from simulation, particularly
at the TPC faces. The results presented in section 5.2 are the “final” results that will ultimately
serve as a set of corrections for data events and physics measurements in MicroBooNE, including
electric field corrections derived from the measurements of spatial offsets.
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5.1 Measurements at TPC Faces
Before presenting the raw spatial offset measurements at each of the TPC faces (aside from the
cathode), it is instructive to study the predictions from the simulation. These predictions are shown
in figure 9. Only the spatial offsets perpendicular to each face are shown in this figure, which are
most relevant as they are the largest components of the spatial distortions near each TPC face.
Shown in figure 10 and figure 11 are the measurements of the offsets from the TPC faces
discussed in section 4.2 for Monte Carlo simulation events and data events, respectively; the offset
of 4.5 cm associated with the gap between the field cage and instrumented TPC volume is not
included in the raw data measurement shown in figure 11, as it is applied at a later stage of the
calibration. Comparing figure 10 with figure 9, the spatial offsets predicted by the simulation are
largely reproduced after applying the data-driven calibration to Monte Carlo simulation events. A
region of relatively large ∆y is observed at the top of the detector near z = 5m, which the simulation
is able to reproduce. This feature is due to overlapping dead channels from two wire planes near the
top of the TPC, leading to charge appearing to be displaced from the top of the detector. Figure 11
illustrates the different impact of SCE within MicroBooNE data in comparison to the simulation
results shown in figure 10. A reduction in the magnitude of the spatial offsets is observed at the
top of the detector (y), as well as the upstream and downstream ends of the TPC; the difference
is reduced once the 4.5 cm gap is taken into account, as this leads to an increase in the magnitude
of the spatial offsets in data. Additionally, at the top of the detector, the magnitude of the spatial
distortions is less severe at the upstream end of the TPC in comparison to the downstream end.
Finally, a localized reduction of the magnitude of spatial distortions at the upstream part of the TPC
is observed in data near the cathode at y = 0.5 m, a feature that is not present in the simulation
results. While the origin of this feature has not been identified, it is likely a result of the liquid
argon flow pattern in the detector, which could remove space charge from the TPC active volume.
5.2 Calibration Results in TPC Bulk
The last step of the SCE calibration, described in section 4.4, leads to a determination of spatial
offsets throughout the vast majority of the TPC volume. It is difficult to visualize the measured
distortion map in three dimensions throughout the entire TPC. We focus on two representative
cross-sectional slices of the detector: one slice in z near the center of the detector (z = 5.18m) and
one slice in z near the downstream end of the detector (z = 9.95 m).
The results of the TPC bulk calibration forMonte Carlo simulation events are shown in figure 12
and figure 13, comparing the predictions from the simulation to the results of the data-driven
calibration near the center of the detector and the downstream end of the detector, respectively. The
data-driven calibration largely reproduces the spatial distortion map predicted by simulation.
The spatial distortion maps associated withMicroBooNE data events are illustrated in figure 14
and figure 15. These maps are compared with the corresponding distributions obtained fromMonte
Carlo simulation events that are also shown in figure 12 and figure 13. The spatial distortion maps
obtained using data are qualitatively very similar to those obtained using Monte Carlo simulation
events. As in the case of the TPC face calibration results shown in section 5.1, there are some
differences between data and simulation caused by the underlying space charge configuration not
being exactly reproduced in the simulation.
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MicroBooNE Simulation
Figure 9: Spatial offsets predicted from the SCE simulation at the (a) top of the TPC, (b) bottom
of the TPC, (c) upstream TPC face, and (d) downstream TPC face. Shown are the spatial offsets in
the direction orthogonal to each TPC face. Gaps at the edges of the maps correspond to places in
the TPC where charge should not be reconstructed due to the impact of SCE in the detector.
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Figure 10: Reconstructed spatial offsets in Monte Carlo simulation events at the (a) top of the TPC,
(b) bottom of the TPC, (c) upstream TPC face, and (d) downstream TPC face. Shown are the spatial
offsets in the direction orthogonal to each TPC face. A cubic spline is used to fill in the gaps in the
spatial offset maps at the edges of the TPC.
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Figure 11: Reconstructed spatial offsets in MicroBooNE data events at the (a) top of the TPC, (b)
bottom of the TPC, (c) upstream TPC face, and (d) downstream TPC face. Shown are the spatial
offsets in the direction orthogonal to each TPC face. A cubic spline is used to fill in the gaps in the
spatial offset maps at the edges of the TPC.
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Figure 12: Comparison of (a, c, e) spatial offsets predicted from the SCE simulation to (b, d, f)
the results of the TPC bulk calibration on Monte Carlo simulation events for a central slice in z.
Results are shown for spatial offsets in (a, b) x, (c, d) y, and (e, f) z. The distortions in reconstructed
ionization electron cluster position are shown in units of cm and are plotted as a function of the
reconstructed position in the TPC.
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Figure 13: Comparison of (a, c, e) spatial offsets predicted from the SCE simulation to (b, d, f) the
results of the TPC bulk calibration on Monte Carlo simulation events for a slice in z closer to the
downstream end of the TPC. Results are shown for spatial offsets in (a, b) x, (c, d) y, and (e, f) z.
The distortions in reconstructed ionization electron cluster position are shown in units of cm and
are plotted as a function of the reconstructed position in the TPC.
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Figure 14: Comparison of (a, c, e) the results of the TPC bulk calibration onMonte Carlo simulation
events to (b, d, f) the results of the TPC bulk calibration on MicroBooNE data events for a central
slice in z. Results are shown for spatial offsets in (a, b) x, (c, d) y, and (e, f) z. The distortions
in reconstructed ionization electron cluster position are shown in units of cm and are plotted as a
function of the reconstructed position in the TPC.
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Figure 15: Comparison of (a, c, e) the results of the TPC bulk calibration onMonte Carlo simulation
events to (b, d, f) the results of the TPC bulk calibration on MicroBooNE data events for a slice in
z closer to the downstream end of the TPC. Results are shown for spatial offsets in (a, b) x, (c, d) y,
and (e, f) z. The distortions in reconstructed ionization electron cluster position are shown in units
of cm and are plotted as a function of the reconstructed position in the TPC.
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Figure 16: The distribution of differences between Monte Carlo simulation TPC bulk calibration
results and simulated spatial offsets, ∆calibrated − ∆actual, across the entire TPC volume for spatial
distortions in x (red), y (blue), and z (green) in units of cm.
Table 2: Estimation of the bias and resolution in measured spatial offsets as found using the TPC
bulk calibration procedure, described in section 4.4, on Monte Carlo simulation events.
Measured Offset Resolution [cm] Bias [cm]
∆x 0.13 0.09
∆y 0.38 0.01
∆z 0.10 0.00
The performance of the data-driven calibration is illustrated in figure 16 for all three dimensions
and throughout the entire TPC, comparing the calibrated spatial offsets in Monte Carlo simulation
events to the actual spatial offsets obtained from a dedicated SCE simulation. A single entry in
each histogram corresponds to a single voxel (with a spatial extent of approximately 10 cm in
each dimension) in the detector. This comparison is also shown in the x − y plane for ∆x and
∆y, averaged over the z dimension of the detector, in figure 17. The measured resolution and
bias for each dimension, calculated using the standard deviation and mean of these distributions,
respectively, are shown in table 2. The resolution is < 4mm and the bias is < 1mm in all dimensions.
The metric shown in figure 16 requires the use of Monte Carlo simulation events. In order to
evaluate the performance of the calibration procedure on data, laser tracks from theMicroBooNEUV
laser system are used. As the true trajectories of the laser tracks are known [9], the reconstructed laser
tracks [10] can be corrected with the results of the space charge effect calibration and subsequently
compared to the true trajectories. This comparison is made by calculating “laser track residuals”
that are defined at each point along the reconstructed laser track as the projected distance to the true
laser trajectory, either before or after spatial space charge corrections are applied; this calculation
is performed on a point-by-point basis along the entire extent of each reconstructed laser track, and
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Figure 17: Difference between calibrated spatial offsets in Monte Carlo simulation events and
actual spatial offsets obtained from a dedicated SCE simulation, showing the (a) ∆x bias and (b)
∆y bias in the x − y plane for the central z slice of the detector.
for each laser track associated with a full scan throughout the entire TPC volume. If the space
charge effect calibration is performing well, it should produce straighter reconstructed laser tracks
and smaller laser track residuals.
The calculated laser track residuals are shown in figure 18 for both simulated andMicroBooNE
data events, showing the impact of the space charge effect calibration on this metric. The laser
track residuals become significantly smaller and closer to zero after the application of the space
charge effect calibration. The performance of the calibration on data events is worse than for the
same calibration applied to Monte Carlo simulation events. The additional degradation of spatial
resolution associated with the data calibration is found to be roughly 4mm, determined by applying
a Gaussian smearing to the simulation result until it is in agreement with the MicroBooNE data
result.
Additional discussion of systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement of spatial
distortions due to space charge effects is presented in section 6.
5.3 Electric Field Distortion Results
As discussed in section 4.5, with the spatial distortion map determined throughout the TPC volume,
the electric field distortions associated with space charge effects can be computed. The results of
this calculation are shown in figure 19 for simulation and MicroBooNE data, looking in a central
slice of the detector in z. These results are presented as the percentage change with respect to the
nominal MicroBooNE electric field magnitude of 273.9V/cm. It is observed that, while the general
features of the electric field distortion map are similar when comparing the simulation result to that
of data, there is a slight downward shift in the electric field magnitude in data across the entire TPC.
The electric field magnitude varies by no more than 10% across the entire MicrBooNE TPC, with
maximal change in the electric field magnitude near the cathode, as expected.
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Figure 18: Laser track residuals for (a) Monte Carlo simulation and (b) data events, shown both
before and after applying spatial SCE corrections.
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Figure 19: Results of the calculation of electric field distortion magnitude for a central slice in z,
comparing (a) Monte Carlo simulation to (b) data and shown as the percentage change with respect
to the nominal MicroBooNE electric field magnitude, |E0 | = 273.9V/cm.
Additional discussion of systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement of electric
field distortions due to space charge effects is presented in section 6.
6 Systematic Bias Studies
In section 5, results of the space charge effect calibration using cosmic muons are presented.
These results contain biases associated with both the calibration methodology and reliance on the
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simulation that may qualitatively deviate from the true space charge distribution in MicroBooNE
data. We utilize the UV laser system to establish a data-driven systematic uncertainty on the SCE
calibration result. The relevant methodology is discussed in section 6.1, and the associated impact
on stopping muon dE/dx measurements (as a case study) is presented in section 6.2.
6.1 Estimating Systematic Bias with UV Laser System
In order to set a systematic uncertainty on the spatial offset calibration, the laser track residuals
discussed in section 5.2 are used, as the UV laser system provides a secondary handle on the impact
of space charge effects in MicroBooNE data events. The laser track residuals throughout the TPC
are used as an estimator of the bias associated with local spatial offset measurements, which in turn
serves as a systematic uncertainty on measurements making use of cosmic rays to estimate space
charge effects in the detector. This systematic uncertainty is determined in three dimensions across
the entire TPC as follows:
• a pass through all reconstructed laser track points is made, calculating at each point the laser
track residual from the three-dimensional projection of the reconstructed laser track point to
the associated true laser trajectory (this projection also defines a three-dimensional vector
that will be referred to as the “projection vector”);
• at each reconstructed laser track point, a three-dimensional vector is formed using the spatial
offset measurements presented in section 5.2, which is then rescaled in magnitude such that
the component of this vector aligned with the projection vector described in the above step is
equal to the previously calculated laser track residual in terms of magnitude;
• the corrected three-dimensional vector from the previous step is compared to the original
spatial offset vector, with the component-wise differences divided by the original spatial
offset vector magnitude yielding a relative systematic uncertainty for spatial offsets in each
of the three dimensions (x, y, and z) at the point in question;
• after all reconstructed laser track points are looped over, a separate pass through all voxels in
the TPC is made in order to determine a systematic uncertainty for spatial offsets in all three
dimensions throughout the entire TPC;
• for each voxel in the TPC, a secondary pass through all reconstructed laser track points is
made in order to compute a weighted average of relative systematic uncertainties (in each of
the three dimensions) for the voxel in question, using weight factors of r−2 where r is the
distance between the voxel and a given reconstructed laser track point;
• the distance-weighted relative systematic uncertainty computed in the previous step for each
dimension is multiplied by the corresponding spatial offset at that voxel to determine the
absolute systematic uncertainty in the spatial offset measurement; and
• finally, once all voxels are looped over, an absolute systematic uncertainty on the spatial offset
measurement is available at all points in the detector for each of the three dimensions.
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Figure 20: Laser track residuals for data events before and after applying spatial SCE corrections,
now also including the result after removing systematic bias in the spatial SCE correction that is
described in the text.
As the UV laser system only has partial coverage throughout the TPC [9], gaps in the coverage are
accounted in the above procedure by extrapolating the calculated relative systematic uncertainties
from neighboring regions of the TPC where there is coverage by the UV laser system, weighted by
relative proximity.
This systematic uncertainty, calculated everywhere throughout the TPC for all three dimensions
of the spatial offsets, is an estimated bias which can be corrected on a point-by-point basis. The
results of correcting this bias are shown in figure 20, leading to laser track residuals in data that
are much closer to the Monte Carlo simulation distribution shown in figure 18. This study serves
as a check to ensure that the method is being carried out correctly, as it is expected that the overall
magnitude of the laser track residuals decreases given that this information is being used in the
estimation of the systematic bias. This systematic uncertainty associated with the spatial offset
measurement can be propagated to the electric field calculation as well, which is done by taking
the bias-corrected spatial offset map and applying the methodology discussed in section 4.5. The
impact of the systematic bias with respect to the nominal measurements of spatial offsets and electric
field distortions for MicroBooNE data are shown in figure 21 and figure 22 throughout the TPC and
in the central z slice of the detector, respectively. These comparisons quantify the performance of
the data-driven calibration technique described in section 4 on MicroBooNE data events.
6.2 Impact on Stopping Muon dE/dx Measurements
To further illustrate the impact of space charge effects on particle energy reconstruction atMicroBooNE,
a high-purity selection of contained neutrino-induced stoppingmuons is utilized [14]. This selection
makes use of the following purity-enhancing requirements for the reconstructed muon:
• the reconstructed muon track must be at least 100 cm in length;
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Figure 21: (a) Distributions of the systematic biases in the spatial offset measurement in data, using
the method described in the text; (b) distribution of systematic bias in the electric field magnitude
offset measurement in data using the same method, in units of V/cm.
• the length of each reconstructed muon track segment depositing ionization charge on a single
TPC wire must be less than 3 cm for all collection plane wires receiving signal from the
muon;
• the median measured dE/dx value in the last 10 cm of the reconstructed muon track must be
greater than 2.5MeV/cm; and
• the dE/dx profile of the reconstructed muon track must satisfy χ2µ < 4.
χ2µ is calculated by comparing the measured dE/dx profile of the reconstructed muon track to the
Bethe-Bloch expectation for a muon in liquid argon using a χ2 test, normalizing the χ2 to the
number of hits in the reconstructed muon track [8].
The stopping muon dE/dx in the last 100 cm of the reconstructed track, calculated using
ionization charge signals from the collection plane, is shown in figure 23 for two data samples:
one when the neutrino beam is entering the TPC (“on-beam” sample), and another making use
of collected events when the neutrino beam was not running (“off-beam” sample). In the case
of the off-beam sample, the selected muons are cosmic muons, though the selection is performed
identically to the case of the on-beam sample. As a result, the off-beam sample is characteristic of
cosmogenic background events one would find in studies of charged-current muon neutrino events
at MicroBooNE. The distributions shown in figure 23 demonstrate the high purity of the stopping
muon selection, as the energy deposition profile of the selected tracks are largely consistent with
that of stopping muons.
Figure 24 illustrates the impact of a space charge effect calibration on stopping muon dE/dx
measurementsmade using the collection planewire signals, including the impact from the systematic
bias calculation discussed above. Two distinct corrections are applied: the spatial offset correction
discussed in section 5.2, which accounts for squeezing/stretching of the track and associated bias of
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Figure 22: Systematic bias in the spatial offset measurement in data using the method described
in the text, showing the (a) ∆x bias and (b) ∆y bias in the x − y plane for the central z slice of the
detector; (c) systematic bias in electric field magnitude offset measurement in data using the same
method and looking at the same slice of the detector, in units of V/cm.
the energy deposition per unit length of the reconstructed track, and a second correction accounting
for variations in electron-ion recombination due to electric field distortions changing the local
electric field magnitude. The second correction adjusts the measured ionization charge at a given
point along the reconstructedmuon track by a factor that accounts for the electric-field dependence of
electron-ion recombination. The recombination correction makes use of the MicroBooNE effective
recombination parameters [8] for the modified Box model [7].
Stopping muons in on-beam events should be less impacted by space charge effects because
they are more oriented in the direction of the neutrino beam, and as a result experience much
less spatial squeezing that shifts dE/dx measurements to larger values (due to dx being smaller
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Figure 23: dE/dx as a function of residual range for a pure selection of stopping muons obtained
using both (a) on-beam and (b) off-beam events. The dE/dx measurement, shown after application
of the SCE dE/dx calibration described in the text, is made using ionization signals from the
collection plane of theMicroBooNETPC. The black curves show the Landau-Vavilovmost probable
energy loss per unit length associated with a detector thickness of 4.5mm, the median reconstructed
muon track segment length associated with charge deposition on a single TPC wire.
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Figure 24: dE/dx distribution for stopping muons in both (a) on-beam and (b) off-beam events,
looking both before and after the SCE dE/dx calibration described in the text is applied; these
distributions are also shown after accounting for the estimated systematic bias in the measurement.
on average). Stopping muons in off-beam events are largely downward-going cosmic muons that
experience more vertical squeezing in the associated reconstructed track, especially impactful as
spatial offsets in the vertical (y) direction are on average largest throughout the MicroBooNE TPC.
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This implies an angular dependence of the SCE corrections to dE/dx measurements. Figure 24
shows that the nominal SCE dE/dx calibration leads to a shift of 1% (4%) in the mean of the dE/dx
distribution for on-beam (off-beam) events. As expected, neutrino-induced stopping muons are less
impacted by space charge effects than cosmogenic stopping muons, primarily a result of different
levels of spatial squeezing along the muon tracks as explained above. The variation in electron-ion
recombination throughout the MicroBooNE TPC, due to variation in the electric field magnitude
associated with space charge effects, has a subleading role in biasing dE/dx measurements. As
shown in figure 24, the mean dE/dx shift associated with the systematic bias in the SCE dE/dx
calibration is much smaller: 0.1% (0.4%) for on-beam (off-beam) events, or one tenth of the overall
systematic dE/dx bias associated with space charge effects.
7 Time Dependence Study
We have carried out an additional study to determine if there is significant time dependence of
space charge effects in MicroBooNE. Unless a calibration is performed frequently with respect to
the rate at which underlying changes in the space charge configuration occur, this time dependence
will ultimately serve as a lower bound on the level of precision achievable with any calibration
technique.
In order to study the long-term time dependence of space charge effects at MicroBooNE,
spatial distortions at various faces of the TPC are probed using the entry and exit points of t0-tagged
cosmic muon tracks. The spatial offsets orthogonal to these TPC faces are most suitable for studying
week-by-week variations of space charge effects in the detector as only about one hundred cosmic
tracks are required to estimate the magnitude of the effect within a relatively small region (roughly
1m2) on a TPC face. Four different spots of the MicroBooNE TPC are probed in this way: two at
the top face of the TPC and two at the bottom face of the TPC, with two different locations in the
z direction in both cases, looking at average measured value of the ∆y spatial offset from the TPC
face in all cases. This study is carried out using off-beam MicroBooNE data collected between
February 2016 and September 2018.
The results of the time dependence study are shown in figure 25; these measurements take into
account the 4.5 cm average offset between the field cage and instrumented TPC volume, described
in section 4. It is observed that the magnitude of spatial offsets at each of the four probed regions in
the TPC varies by no more than 4% over time relative to the total magnitude of the effect. An overall
decrease in the magnitude of the spatial offsets is also observed over time, included as part of this
4% variation. It is expected that seasonal variations in the cosmic muon rate (which is proportional
to the amount of space charge deposited in the detector) should account for no more than 1% of
this variation over time, bounded by measurements of seasonal cosmic muon rate variations at the
MINOS near detector [20] and noting that the variation should be smaller at the surface, where
MicroBooNE operates, due to the lower average cosmic muon energy. One possible explanation
for the larger time dependence of space charge effects in the detector than expected from seasonal
variations in the cosmic muon rate is potential impact from shifting liquid argon flow patterns in
the cryostat. This may lead to a change in the space charge configuration in the detector, resulting
in temporal variations in observed space charge effects.
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Figure 25: Time dependence of space charge effects in the MicroBooNE detector; shown are
transverse spatial offsets (∆y in this case) at the top and bottom of the detector near two different
values of z: one near the upstream part of the detector and another closer to the center of the
detector in the beam direction. Distributions are shown for three different time periods: (a) Run 1,
(b) Run 2, and (c) Run 3, measured in days since January 1st, 2016. Gaps in time are due to
detector maintenance. The overall level of variation in spatial offsets is less than 4% across the
entire data-taking period.
Given the observed long-term time dependence of space charge effects, it is reasonable to target
a level of precision of roughly 5% or better with respect to measurement of spatial offsets, which is
demonstrated to be the case for the methodology discussed in section 4 within the majority of the
MicroBooNE TPC, as shown in section 6. In principle it is possible to improve the accuracy of the
space charge effect calibration by performing the full calibration at different points in time, applying
different calibrations to different periods of the total collected dataset. No study of short-term
variations (less than a day) of SCE over time is presented in this work, as it is difficult to do with any
reasonable precision using cosmic muons given the relatively small cosmic muon sample obtainable
on such timescales. For timescales much shorter than a day, the UV laser system at MicroBooNE
is better equipped to study the time dependence of SCE [10]. However, techniques using cosmic
muons, such as those discussed in this work, allow for continuous long-term monitoring of space
charge effects in LArTPC detectors without interrupting data-taking.
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8 Conclusions
Cosmic muon tracks reconstructed in the MicroBooNE TPC have been shown to be particularly
useful in measuring spatial distortions due to underlying electric field non-uniformities throughout
the detector. By comparing the results of a data-driven calibration method making use of cosmic
tracks with predictions from a dedicated simulation of SCE in the detector, we have shown that the
spatial distortions observed in MicroBooNE data are similar in nature to those that would arise from
the presence of space charge in the detector. However, the features of the spatial distortion map
differ in detail from the predictions of a simple simulation. This underscores the necessity of using a
data-driven calibration procedure, such as the one presented in this work, at large LArTPC detectors
operating near the surface in order to correct for these effects, which can impact the reconstruction
of particle trajectories and measured ionization charge per unit length.
Spatial offsets in reconstructed particle trajectories as large as 15 cm have been observed in
MicroBooNE data, associated with underlying electric field distortions as large as 10% with respect
to the nominal MicroBooNE electric field of 273.9V/cm. The calibration methodology presented
in this work is shown to significantly improve the estimation of particle trajectories, studied in
MicroBooNE data using measured track residuals associated with laser tracks from the UV laser
system before and after the SCE calibration is applied. A data-driven determination of systematic
uncertainty on the measurement is also derived by using these laser track residuals, consistent
with a spatial smearing of 4mm after the calibration is applied. The associated uncertainty on the
calculated underlying electric field is less than 1% of the nominal MicroBooNE electric field, or
10% of the total electric field distortion arising due to space charge effects in the TPC. The impact
of SCE on reconstructed muon dE/dx measurements in the detector varies from 1% to 4%, heavily
dependent on the angle of the reconstructed muon tracks, with a relative residual uncertainty of one
tenth of the systematic effect after the SCE dE/dx calibration is carried out. Long-term temporal
variations in the underlying space charge profile on the order of 4% have been observed, which
cannot be explained by seasonal variation in the cosmic muon rate at MicroBooNE. It is possible
that the flow of liquid argon in the detector is responsible for these variations over time.
These calibration methods, developed at MicroBooNE, are foreseen to be useful to other
running and future large LArTPC detectors. This includes the single-phase [21] and dual-phase [22]
ProtoDUNE detectors that serve as prototypes for the Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment
(DUNE) far detector [23] as well as the other two detectors of the Short-Baseline Neutrino (SBN)
program [24] at Fermilab, SBND and ICARUS. While the single-phase far detector and LArTPC
near detector of DUNE are expected to experience negligible space charge effects due to being
located deep underground and having a TPCwith a short ionization drift length (0.5m), respectively,
the dual-phase far detector of DUNE will have such a long ionization drift length (12m) that it may
still see significant space charge effects due to positive ion build-up from 39Ar beta decays. In all
of these cases, the work presented here should provide a useful starting point for additional study.
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